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Elequaint Blue blocking reading

glasses, clear lens computer

glasses, unisex
 $19.99

Quantity

1

Composite frame
Anti-reflective lens, non-polarized
UV400 lens and blue light blocking: relieve eye fatigue,
dryness and decreased vision.
Comfortable wearing: TR90 nylon frame material, durable and
comfortable, long-term wearing comfort.
Relieve eye fatigue-enjoy your digital time without worrying
about eye fatigue, blurred vision and headaches.
product description
Color: Black | Size: Magnification Strength: 2.0x
Description:
100% brand new, high quality
Fashion, light and comfortable
Transparent non-elastic lenses
Frameless design, looks good on any face
By wearing blue light blocking glasses, you can limit the
amount of blue light entering your eyes, making your screen
time more enjoyable.
quantity: 1
Specification: Material: TR90 frame, PC lens
Diopter
Available:
+0.5/+0.75/+1.0/+1.25/+1.5/+1.75/+2.0/+2.25/+2.5/+2.75/+3.0/+
Forehead frame width: about 13.9 meters / 5.47 inches
Frame height: 2.6 cm/1.02 inch (approximately)
Lens width: 5 cm / 1.97 inches (approximately)
Leg length: about 13.9 cm/5.47 inches
Note:
The size is manually measured, there may be an error of 0 to 1
cm, which is normal.
Due to the difference of the monitor, the color of the picture
may be different from the actual item. Thank you!

Discount

10% EACH ON A PURCHASE OVER 2 UNITS

20% EACH ON A PURCHASE OVER 3 UNITS
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Vetbuosa Blue blocking reading glasses, clear
lens computer glasses, unisex

$19.99

Vetbuosa 50 PCS 4 mm banana jack plug
connector

$9.99

Vetbuosa 20 pieces 35mm Metal alligator clip
with plastic handle

$19.99

Buioata Watercolor paint solid set 12/18/24/36
color watercolor paint with fountain pen
suitable for children, students, beginners

$19.99

CUSTOMER REVIEWS
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